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Open-end winding induction motors (OEWIM) have gained much attention, and they are used for solar photovoltaic (PV) fed pumping 
applications as a compromise alternative to multi-level inverters. Solar irradiance conditions further exacerbate the nonlinear control 
problem, resulting in significant loss of power and low reliability, which affects motor operation. To overcome these issues, this paper 
presents an optimized integrated control technique-based PV integrated three-level dual inverter fed Open-end winding induction motors 
for pumping application. An integrated African vulture optimization algorithm and scalar coupled pulse width modulation (AVO-
SCPWM) based control techniques are proposed to extract the maximum power from the solar PV source and control the induction 
motor pump. Here, the AVO-based maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technique adjusts the modulation index (ma) by insolation 
and temperature. The proposed technique balances the zero-sequence current, reduces THD, and reduces the switching losses over the 
inverter. The proposed work is evaluated in MATLAB/Simulink software and compared with the existing conventional induction motor 
(IM), Conventional OEWIM Drive, and scalar decoupled PWM-based IM techniques under two climatic conditions. Thus, the simulation 
results demonstrate that the proposed technique accomplishes better than the existing techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, due to rapid technological advances, 
electricity demand has increased, and fuel energy demand has 
also increased. Apart from demand, power generation using 
fuel energy sources (coal) results in the production of 
greenhouse gases such as Co2, No2, etc. As a result, the rate of 
pollution rises. Hence, to overcome this problem, the world is 
grazing towards producing electricity using renewable energy 
sources (RES). PV is widely utilized in many applications, 
such as agriculture, businesses, hydropower plants, and 
residential buildings. The only difficulty with PV is the lower 
conversion efficiency [1,2]. Numerous topologies have been 
adopted to enhance the efficiency of PV. Harvesting 
maximum power from a PV source is one of the best ways to 
improve efficiency. Hence, many maximum power extraction 
algorithms are documented in the literature.  

The distributed maximum power point tracking (DMPPT) 
technique is more appropriate for residential and agricultural 
pumping systems and industries [3]. Because of non-uniform 
temperature and insolation at the installation site, a mismatch 
of array parameters causes variance in the characteristics of 
PV cells. This scenario has two negative consequences: 
power loss and decreased reliability. Hence, employing the 
MPPT approach, which aims to extract determined energy 
from the PV, is necessary. At first, each PV array is 
associated with a dc converter to extract supreme power from 
the PV array. Before connecting this to an inverter, the dc 
converters are cascaded. It leads to increased costs [4,5].  

Developing solar-based water pumping for irrigation is 
drawing more attention today in rural areas. Solar energy 
sources have been available for irrigation, but they utilize dc 
motors. Due to their ongoing maintenance and high cost, dc 
motors may need to be considered [6]. The brushless dc 
(BLDC) motor is another replacement choice for a dc motor. 
Due to their high cost and need for complicated control 
electronics, BLDC motors may still need to be a viable option 
for PV pumping systems [6,7]. For a system that pumps water 

from solar panels, an induction motor might be a practical and 
superior option [7]. Most research projects employ traditional 
induction motors with two or one power conversion stage. In 
a two-level PV system, a dc-dc converter is used to raise the 
voltage and aid in maximizing the output of the PV source, 
and the inverter is employed to supply the motor pump load 
with the necessary ac power. The alternative solution is the 
one-stage system using a single inverter [8–10].  

An exploration of diverse control strategies for the 
considered driven system is undertaken. Alternative 
approaches in the literature include Backstepping control, 
Sliding mode third-order control, predictive control, and 
artificial intelligent control. While recognizing this array of 
control methodologies, the primary focus of this study is on 
an optimized, integrated control technique tailored for solar 
PV-fed pumping applications using open-end winding 
induction motors. The introduction section thus provides a 
contextual overview of the broader landscape of control 
strategies, specifically emphasizing the proposed AVO-
SCPWM-based control techniques. This strategic approach 
addresses the intricate challenges of nonlinear control issues 
exacerbated by solar irradiance conditions, ultimately 
enhancing system reliability and performance. This study 
presents a new approach for water pumping using a single-
stage solar PV-connected DI-fed open-end winding 
induction motor drive (OEWIM). Its key advantages include 
minimizing torque and current ripples, maintaining low total 
harmonic distortion (THD), and achieving high efficiency. 
Employing an African vulture optimization (AVO) 
algorithm and scalar coupled PWM technique MPPT and 
proficiently drives induction motor pumps. This innovative 
scheme optimizes solar PV usage while efficiently 
controlling the connected motor. The detailed contributions 
are outlined below. A novel optimized, integrated control 
technique based on solar-powered level DI-fed open-end 
winding induction motor drive (OEWIM) is designed, and 
the model of the PV panel is also used. 
• A novel African vulture optimization (AVO) based

MPPT control method and scalar coupled PWM for
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induction motor control aims to boost motor 
performance.  

• This technique minimizes zero-sequence current, 
lowers total harmonic distortion (THD), and cuts 
switching losses in the inverter. MATLAB/Simulink 
simulations compare their effectiveness against 
conventional methods like conventional IM and scalar 
decoupled PWM-based IM. 

2. MODELING OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The setup of a solar PV-powered pumping system 
comprises several components: solar PV arrays, two 
inverters (designated as inverter 1 and inverter 2), a three-
phase open-end winding induction motor integrated with 
pump loads, and a suggested controller system utilizing 
AVO-MPPT and SCPWM techniques, as depicted in Fig. 1. 
Each of these elements will be thoroughly examined in the 
subsequent subsections for a comprehensive understanding. 

2.1.  SOLAR PV MODEL 
A solar cell is the basic design of a PV array. Figure 2 

depicts the mathematical configuration of a PV cell. 
Numerous PV cells are interconnected to formulate the PV 
module. The mathematical arrangement of a PV array [11]: 

𝐼 = 𝑛𝑝𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝑛𝑝𝐼𝑠 [exp (
𝑞

𝐾𝑇𝐴
) (𝑉 𝑛𝑠

⁄ ) − 1] 𝐼 = 𝑛𝑝𝐼𝑝ℎ −

− 𝑛𝑝𝐼𝑟𝑠[exp (
𝑞

𝐾𝑇𝐴
) (𝑉/n𝑔) − 1].           (1) 

Thus, the calculated PV power can be obtained using [12]: 
𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉 = 𝑛𝑝𝐼𝑝ℎ 𝑉 [(

𝑞

𝐾𝑇𝐴
)

𝑉

𝑛𝑆
− 1],             (2) 

where Iph is the photocurrent, ns the series cells, and np the 
parallel cells. 

2.2. MODEL OF SYMMETRICAL DUAL INVERTER 
CONFIGURATION 

A dual inverter is formed by combining two, and three-
level inverters. Both inverters are coupled to a net voltage of 
Vdc. An input voltage of Vdc/2 is symmetrically linked to both 
inverters. This topology prevents the circulation of zero-
sequence current in the load [13]. 

However, the two isolation transformers required to 
supply the dc source will increase the system's bulkiness and 
cost. Because the zero-sequence current is not present in this 
arrangement, lowering common-mode voltage (CMV) 
should be highlighted. 

Table 1  
The final pole voltage available in symmetric dual inverter topology 
Effective 

Pole 
voltage 

Inverter 1 
pole 

voltage 

Switches 
turned ON 

in inverter 1 

Inverter 2 
pole 

voltage 

Switches 
turned ON in 
inverter 2 

-𝑉𝑑𝑐 3⁄  0 𝑆14 or 𝑆16 or 
𝑆12 

𝑉𝑑𝑐 3⁄  𝑆25 or 𝑆23 or 
𝑆21 

0 0 𝑆14 or 𝑆16 or 
𝑆12 

0 𝑆25 or 𝑆23 or 
𝑆21 

0 𝑉𝑑𝑐 3⁄  𝑆11 or 𝑆13 or 
𝑆15 

𝑉𝑑𝑐 3⁄  𝑆25 or 𝑆23 or 
𝑆21 

𝑉𝑑𝑐 3⁄  𝑉𝑑𝑐 3⁄  𝑆11 or 𝑆13 or 
𝑆15 

0 𝑆25 or 𝑆23 or 
𝑆21 

Figure 1 illustrates the pole voltages of inverters 1 and 2 
(Vao/ Vbo/ Vco), (Va'o'/ Vb'o'/ Vc'o'), respectively. The effective 
pole and line voltages are also represented. Voo' represents the 
common mode voltage. When Vdc/2 is applied to the input, 
inverter 1 produces a pole voltage of Vdc/2 and 0, and Inverter 
2 about 0 and Vdc/2. The DI's effective pole voltage for a Vdc 

input is (+Vdc/2, 0, –Vdc/2). Because this design generates three 
voltage levels, we can call it a three-level dual inverter [14,15]. 
VCMV denotes the common-mode voltage. Table 1 depicts 
the switching pattern of the inverters and the net pole voltages. 

.  
Fig. 1 – Schematic illustration of the planned AVO-SCPWM control. 

 
Fig. 2 – Equivalent circuit of PV cell. 

𝑉𝑎𝑎′ = 𝑉𝑎𝑜 − 𝑉𝑎′𝑜′,                             (3) 

𝑉𝑏𝑏′ = 𝑉𝑏𝑜 − 𝑉𝑏′𝑜′,                           (4) 

𝑉𝑐𝑐′ = 𝑉𝑐𝑜 − 𝑉𝑐′𝑜′,                              (5) 

VCMV= Voo=  V
𝑎𝑎′+V𝑏𝑏′+𝑉𝑐𝑐′

3
,                       (6) 

𝑉𝑎𝑎′, 𝑉𝑏𝑏′, 𝑉𝑐𝑐′are the phase voltages of the inverter. 

2.3. MODEL OF OPEN-END WINDING INDUCTION 
MOTOR (OEWIM) 

Standard three-phase induction motors can transform into 
open-end winding induction motors by accessing the neutral 
point [16]. This configuration is called OEWIM in vector 
form, as illustrated below. 

{

𝑢𝑠⃑⃑⃑⃑ = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑠⃑⃑ + 𝑝(𝐿𝑠𝜎𝑖𝑠⃑⃑ + 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑔⃑⃑⃑  ) + 𝑗𝜔𝑠(𝐿𝑠𝜎𝑖𝑠⃑⃑ + 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑔⃑⃑⃑  )

𝑢𝑟⃑⃑⃑⃑ = 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑟⃑⃑  + 𝑝(𝐿𝑟𝜎𝑖𝑟⃑⃑  + 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑔⃑⃑⃑  ) + 𝑗𝜔𝑓(𝐿𝑟𝜎𝑖𝑟⃑⃑  + 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑔⃑⃑⃑  )

O = 𝑅𝑐𝑖𝑐⃑⃑ − 𝑝𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑔⃑⃑⃑  − 𝑗𝜔𝑠𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑔⃑⃑⃑  

 ,    

(7)  
where p is a differential operator, and f is the slip angular 
velocity. The relationship between the current vectors is: 

𝑖𝑠⃑⃑ + 𝑖𝑟⃑⃑  = 𝑖𝑔⃑⃑⃑  + 𝑖𝑐⃑⃑  .                              (8) 
The motor's electromagnetic torque (Te) is denoted by: 

𝑇𝑒 = −𝑝ψ𝑟𝑖𝑡 .                             (9) 
The rotor's kinematical equation is as follows: 

𝑝𝐽𝑚ω𝑚 = 𝑇𝑒 − (𝑇𝑙efficiency
+ 𝐵ω𝑚 + 𝐶) .      (10) 

The OW-IM's can then be stated as  

{
η𝑚𝑜𝑡 = 𝑇𝑙ω𝑚/(𝑢𝑠⃑⃑⃑⃑  𝑖𝑠⃑⃑ )

η𝑔𝑒𝑛 = (𝑢𝑠⃑⃑⃑⃑  𝑖𝑠⃑⃑ )/𝑇𝑙ω𝑚
.                        (11) 

The inverter's ability to share power is primarily 
determined by the overlapping area of the voltage 
modulation ranges of the two inverters [17]. The power-
sharing ratio of a DI is: 

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣1: 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑣2: 𝑃𝑚 = |�⃑� 𝑠1|: |�⃑� 𝑠2|: |�⃑� 𝑠|.        (12) 
OEWIM's pump drive is described by: 

Tem = Jdω𝑟𝑚

d𝑡
+ 𝐵ω𝑟𝑚

2 + 𝑇𝑙 ,             (13) 
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were ω𝑟𝑚 is the motor shaft's instantaneous angular velocity 
(rad/s), B the torque coefficient of centrifugal load, 𝑇𝑙  the 
load torque (Nm), and J the motor’s inertia (kg/m2). 

3. PROPOSED AVO-SCPWM TECHNIQUE-BASED 

CONTROL STRATEGY 

This research uses an optimized integrated (AVO-
SCPWM) control strategy based on a solar PV-driven DI-
connected OEWIM pump drive to control the MPPT and 
motor. Integrated algorithms generate the necessary PWM 
control signals for 2-level dual-inverters. Figure 3 illustrates 
the flowchart of the proposed control algorithm. The MPPT 
technique based on AVO ensures maximum PV power is 
extracted from the PV source, so the PV is efficiently utilized. 
Scalar-coupled PWM techniques are used to control inverter 
pulses. This keeps constant rated flux in the motor, allowing 
the machine to output its maximum torque for a given PV 
power. Maintaining the maximum torque in pump drive 
applications where torque is proportional to speed squared 
further helps maximize the pump's performance. 

3.1. AVO-BASED MPPT CONTROL TECHNIQUE 
The AVO method is used in this study to increase the 

optimization performance of the MPPT controller. 
3.1.1. African vulture optimization (AVO) algorithm 

The concept behind the African vulture optimization 
algorithm (AVOA) draws inspiration from the foraging 
behavior of vultures in search of sustenance. Vultures, 
predatory birds, seek out injured or weak animals as their 
prey. This behavior not only aids in their survival but also 
helps prevent the spread of infectious diseases by scavenging 
on carcasses. In the context of the algorithm simulating the 
search for food for a group of N vultures, these birds are 
divided into two distinct groups. 

Each vulture group possesses different capabilities in 
seeking food, allowing the algorithm to identify the optimal 
solution and a secondary alternative that can substitute for 
one of them. The formulation stage is considered the weakest 
and most starved phase for the vultures oriented toward 
combating hunger. Consequently, the algorithm tends to 
discover the best solutions further away from this group 
[18,19]. 

(i) Initial Stage 
Parameters for each search agent's solution are expressed as 

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  rand(𝑁, 1) ∗  (𝑢𝑏 − 𝑙𝑏) + 𝑙𝑏       (14) 
where 𝑙𝑏 is the lower bound, 𝑢𝑏 is the upper bound, N is the 
vulture population, and rand is the random value range of [0,1]. 

(ii) Fitness calculation 
Each iteration includes a fitness calculation for each 

vulture, resulting in the optimal solution for the first vultures 
and the best solution for the second group. Based on the 
probability eq (30) using the Roulette wheel, the best 
solution is obtained in the range of [0,1] for each group. 

𝑃𝑖 =
𝐹𝑖

∑ 𝐹𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

 .                                   (15) 

(iii) Behavior of vultures 
Hungry vultures are the frailest; thus, it seeks food near 

the toughest and is violent since their power is insufficient to 
conduct a far adequate search with a z value less than 0 
F = (2 ∗ rand1 + 1)𝑞 (1 −

𝑘

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
) + 𝑟 (sin (

π

2
∗

𝑘

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
) +

+cos (
π

2
∗

𝑘

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
) − 1)  ,                    (16) 

where rand1 is the random number in the [0,1] range, 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥  
maximum iteration, F is not a hungry vulture, q and r are 

random numbers within the range of [–1,1] and [–2,2], 
respectively, and k is the iteration number. With the second 
portion of the equation, this algorithm evades optimal local 
convergence and is more reliable. As F increases, the vulture 
explores other regions for the solution, while as F decreases, 
it arrives at the exploitation phase, aiming to improve the 
solution's quality [20,21]. 

(iv) Exploration phase 
Equation (17) indicates that the vulture's search is near to 

one of the best solutions discovered when rand𝑝1 >= p1. 
Equation (18) indicates that vultures seek a new remote area 
of the area when rand𝑝1 < 𝑝1. 

𝑘(𝑖 + 1) = 𝑅(𝑖) − 𝐹 + rand2 ∗ 
∗ (𝑢𝑏 − 𝑙𝑏) ∗ rand3 + 𝑙𝑏,                  (17)  

𝑘(𝑖 + 1) = 𝑅(𝑖) − (|𝑋𝑅(𝑖) − 𝑘(𝑖)|𝐹),        (18) 
where 𝑘(𝑖) is the current iteration vulture location, 𝑘(𝑖 + 1) 
the preceding iteration vulture location, 𝑅(𝑖) the top solution. 

(v) Exploitation phase 
There are two stages to the Exploitation phase. One of the 

techniques in each step is chosen using the characteristics p2 
and p3, which have values in the range [0,1]. Two methods 
to the initial stage are rotating flight and siege fight. The 
consequence of rotational flight is as follows; 

𝑘(𝑖 + 1) = 𝑅(𝑖) − ((𝑅(𝑖) ∗
rand5∗𝑘(𝑖)

2Π
∗ cos 𝑘(𝑖)) +

(𝑅(𝑖) ∗
rand6∗𝑘(𝑖)

2Π
∗ sin 𝑘(𝑖))).            (19) 

According to parameter p3, the second exploitation phase 
involves food competition, presenting itself as either an 
intense siege-like scenario or resembling the gathering of 
diverse vultures around a food source. When the randomly 
generated value randp3 is greater than or equal to p3, eq. (20) 
demonstrates that vultures gather around the food source. 
Conversely, if p3 exceeds randp3, eq. (21) illustrates a 
situation of aggressive competition among the vultures for 
the food source. 

𝑘(𝑖 + 1) =
𝑀1+𝑀2

2
,                             (20) 

𝑘(𝑖 + 1) = 𝑅(𝑖) − |𝑑 ∗ 𝐹 ∗ 𝐿𝐹|,             (21) 
where d = R(i)–k(i) it is the distance between the vulture and 
the two groups' finest vultures, F is calculated using eq. (16), 
𝑀1&𝑀2 the motion of vulture, and LF – Lévy flight pattern. 
The SCPWM algorithm then employs the best duty 
cycle value determined to control the DI coupled to the 
OEWIM fed pump, which can obtain the extreme available 
power from the PV resource shown in Fig. 3. 

PV array voltage instantaneous values (Vpv), and PV 
current (Ipv), are given in the MPPT algorithm in the MPPT 
section. The PV power (Ppv) is then determined using the 
AVO algorithm's averaged values of Vpv and Ipv. The optimal 
value is then determined by analyzing the current PV voltage 
and power to previously accessible values. This modulation 
index, 𝑚𝑎 (𝑚𝑎 = 𝑚𝑎  ± ∆𝑚𝑎) values, which can be used to 
regulate the operating voltages of PV sources or to track 
MPP for PV sources separately. Furthermore, the Scalar 
coupled PWM approach uses the ma to determine the 
common frequency of the modulating wave. 

3.2. Scalar couple PWM (SCPWM) technique motor 
control 

PWM pulses are produced in the coupled technique by 
addressing both inverters in a coupled way. In other words, 
switching pulses for the 2 inverters are created by combining 
three-level pulses. To generate a three-level output voltage, 
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27 switching states are required. Figure 4 depicts the 27 
switching states of a 3-level inverter along a dq axis plane. 
As a result, this topology decreases the difficulty of selecting 
switching states. 

The reference signal provided by this topology is as 
follows 

𝑉𝑎 = 𝑉𝑚 cos(ω𝑡),                           (22) 
𝑉𝑏 = 𝑉𝑚 cos(ω𝑡 − 2π

3⁄ ),                   (23) 

𝑉𝑐 = 𝑉𝑚 cos(ω𝑡 − 4π
3⁄ ).                    (24) 

Figure 5 shows that a zero-sequence signal is added to the 
reference signal and enhances the quality of the output 
current and voltage. In addition, however, significantly 
reduces harmonic distortion.  

𝑉𝑖
∗ = 𝑉𝑖 + 𝑉𝑧𝑠 ,        𝑖 = 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐,         (25) 

𝑉𝑧𝑠 =
𝑉𝑑𝑐

2
(2𝑎0 − 1) − 𝑎0𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (𝑎0 − 1)𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛.   (26) 

Here, Vmax and Vmin are the instantaneous values of the reference 
signals, Vdc the input voltage, and a0 a constant (0 to 1).  

Different modulating signals can be generated by altering 
the value of 'a0.' This defines whether the operation is 
continuous or discontinuous. As a result of selecting a0 value 
with these conditions Vmax + Vmin < 0, then a0 = 0, else ao = 1. 
At a0 = 0.5, it operates in continuous mode. 

By providing the highest torque possible under varying 
environmental conditions, the OEWIM pump drive could 
perform more efficiently.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed AVO-SCPWM control-based system 
performance is investigated using MATLAB/Simulink 
software. The proposed AVO-SCPWM technique-based IM 
drive system is compared with the existing techniques such 
as conventional IM, OEWIM drive, and scalar decoupled 
PWM-based IM. The single-stage PV-powered dual inverter 
fed OEWIM drive for pump application is considered for 
simulation. A 220 V supply is provided to inverters 1 and 2, 
resulting in a dc input voltage of 540 V, and the fs is 3 kHz 
for the proposed dual inverter arrangement. The proposed 
scheme is simulated for various insolation levels and 
ambient temperatures to demonstrate performance under all 
dynamic conditions.  

 
Fig. 3 – Proposed AVO-based MPPT technique. 

Case 1: Under constant solar irradiation. 
Case 2: Under varying solar irradiation. 
In this case, the designed PV array delivers 500 W at 

1000 W/m2 solar radiation. Figure 6 depicts the voltage and 
power output simulation results using the proposed AVO-
SCPWM method. By observing the waveforms of PV power 
and ma, it is possible to observe that PV power increases and 
decreases with insolation (G) and temperature (T). 

 
Fig. 4 – Three-level switching states of a coupled inverter. 

 
Fig. 5 – Scalar-coupled PWM-based dual inverter configuration. 

4.1. ANALYSIS OF CASE 1 
The maximum power can be tracked directly by applying 

AVO-MPPT directly to constant irradiation levels. It is 
proposed that the proposed method reduces the oscillations of 
the output power around the MPP.  The African vulture, 
therefore, searches a nonlinear space region to control its 
output voltage. According to the findings, the AVO algorithm 
converges swiftly and reaches the best vulture position in 
seconds. Additionally, it is noted that the AVO algorithm 
produces higher output voltage and power from the PV 
module than the other method, reaching the steady-state value 
more quickly. The inverter and motor characteristic under a 
constant radiation setting is shown in Fig. 7. 

4.2. ANALYSIS OF CASE 2 
MPPT approaches struggle in dynamic climates, causing 

slow response times (0.25…0.75 s). PV voltage and power are 
monitored across irradiation levels, reducing by 10…90 %.  

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 6 – Performance of case 1: a) PV voltage; b) PV power. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7 – Proposed system performance of: a) inverter output; b) motor 
output at case 1. 

Figure 8 justifies this, matching highest power values 
during variant tracking and near MPP. PV voltage waveform 
shows quick increase and fall with insolation changes. Highest 
power is obtained with recommended topology. 

 
Fig. 8 – Performance of: a) PV power; b) irradiance; c) voltage. 

Variations in PV array voltage impact motor phase voltage 
across climates. Power extraction from PVs precedes motor 
shaft power extraction. Motor slip rises with sudden 
insolation, and temperature drops, reducing power output. 
PV power declines significantly as the PV source operates at 
the present source under these conditions. The algorithm 
functioned well despite worst-case scenarios, stabilizing the 
system within seconds. Constant PV and motor parameters 
ensure stability despite changing environmental conditions 
in simulations, exaggerating real-life scenarios. Figure 9 
displays motor side waveforms. Optimal torque occurs at ma 
between 0.8 and 1, stabilizing between 0.5 and 0.9. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9 – Proposed system performance of (a) inverter output (b) motor 
output at case 2. 

The developed MPPT algorithm's efficacy is confirmed by 
a low ripple in PV power and relates with peak PV power at 
constant and varied. Furthermore, the ripple value of the 
current is higher throughout lower insolation, and the THD 
decreases as insolation increases. In summary, as PV power 
increases, system performance improves. Table 2 provides a 
summary of the simulation results, illustrating this 
observation. 

Table 2 
Simulation results of proposed AVO-SCPWM 

G 
Su
ns 

T 
(℃) 

PV 
power 
(W) 

Output 
power 
(W) 

𝜂 
 (%) 

Torq
ue 
(Nm) 

Speed 
(rpm) 

Current 
THD 
(%) 

0.1 25 329 240 72.9 6.5 352 11.9 
0.3 30 1040 895 85.9 11.59 740 8.59 
0.5 40 1717 1528 88.99 14.1 1036 15.3 
0.7 45 2406 2157 89.09 17.9 1161 8.88 
0.9 50 3072 2735 89.65 21.98 1187 4.52 
1 55 3365 2990 90.01 24.25 1230 3.66 

Table 3 
Comparison of THD with different topologies 

Topology Voltage (THD) Current (THD) 
Conventional IM 93.66 13.69 
Conventional OEWIM Drive 64.36 12.56 
Scalar Decoupled PWM-
based IM 

59.23 10.29 

Proposed AVO-SCPWM 
technique 

32.45 3.66 

Table 4 
Comparison of various control strategies 

Control Strategy Overshoot 
(%) 

Rise & 
Settling 
Time 
(sec) 

Power 
error 
(%) 

Steady 
State 

Error (%) 

PSO [5,6] 2.1 0.1 & 0.4 10 1.1 
Sliding control 1.8 0.15 & 0.5 12 0.9 

[7] PI 2.6 0.1 & 0.45 15 0.9 
[8] PI 2.8 0.1 & 0.48 15 0.9 

 [18] 1.21 0.08 & 
0.15 8 0.5 

African vulture 
Optimization  1.20 0.09 & 

0.18 8 0.5 

proposed  0.05 0.01 & 0.1 5 0.1 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/ape/2013/697049/fig5/#a
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Comparative analysis reveals lower THD in the AVO-
SCPWM technique than conventional IM, conventional 
OEWIM drive, and scalar decoupled PWM-based IM, 
reducing current THD and copper losses, optimizing energy 
efficiency, and enhancing PV-based induction motor 
efficiency. Simulation results confirm effectiveness, 
suggesting AVO-SCPWM's utility for PV water pumping. 
Table 4 presents a comprehensive overview by comparing 
various control strategies employed in the solar PV-fed 
pumping system utilizing (OEWIM). This table serves as a 
visual representation and a succinct summary of the diverse 
control strategies under scrutiny, highlighting their 
respective performances in response to the dynamic 
conditions associated with solar irradiance and 
environmental temperature variations. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces a solar PV-fed dual inverter 
connected to an OEWIM for a pump application system. A 
scalar-based coupled PWM technique, integrated with the 
MPPT algorithm, controls the motor effectively. Using 
MATLAB/Simulink, the proposed AVO-SCPWM control-
based OEWIM system is compared with existing techniques 
in two climatic scenarios. Simulation results show that AVO-
SCPWM significantly balances zero-sequence current, 
reduces harmonics (3.66 %), minimizes ripple content in 
current THD, and lowers inverter switching losses. This 
robust control algorithm ensures system stability, even in 
challenging conditions, making PV power-fed water pumps 
a viable solution. Future research aims to expand control 
techniques for solar PV sources, enhancing adaptability and 
efficiency. This includes extending applications to various 
PV sources, incorporating efficient management strategies, 
and exploring advanced control algorithms and optimization 
techniques. Our commitment to innovation in Solar PV-fed 
pumping applications drives these envisioned future works 
and perspectives. 
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